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Introduction
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Missing data is a widespread problem in ecological and evolutionary research (Nakagawa & sciences when one variable is known to be systematically biased, which might be the case for self-reporting measures in surveys (Graham et al. 2006) . Nonetheless, such approaches can 2 6 4 still be used to help understand the relationship between a response variable and a more variable. For example, we may be interested in measuring concentrations of thyroxine (T4) to 2 6 7 understand how it relates to oxidative stress (concentrations of reactive oxygen species -2 6 8 ROS). Thyroxine is known to impact cell metabolism by being a involved in major hormone 2 6 9 signalling pathways that affect ATP turnover in cells, and so, is expected to be related to
ROS. However, T4 is costly to measure and we may be able to reduce costs by measuring a 2 7 1 similar, more general 'metabolic' variable such as whole-organism resting metabolic rate,
which is cheap and easy to measure but may not be as strong a predictor of ROS itself (e.g., Figure 2A -where M is measured more than T4). As such, depending on our question, we may actually measure more animals on whole-organism metabolic rate and fewer on T4, but 2 7 5
still be able to understand the impact of T4 on oxidative stress itself. also be blocked such that all subjects are measured at the beginning and end measurement 2 8 3
wave (e.g., month 1 and 6 - Figure 2B ) with subsamples of animals not measured at all in 2 8 4 middle waves (i.e., month 2-5 - Figure 2B ) (i.e., pseudo-randomised missingness; Rhemtulla populations, all populations might be sampled at months 1 and 6, but only some populations 2 8 9 measured on months 2-5. Alternatively, we may be interested in understanding seasonal
changes in profiles of two hormones across a sample individuals (e.g., testosterone and 2 9 1 corticosterone), sampling the same set of individuals in a population at monthly intervals 2 9 2 over the active season (6 months - Figure 2B ). Here, we may take blood from all animals in 2 9 3 months 1 and 6, but avoid sampling blood from a sub-sample of animals between months 2-2 9 4
5. Sampling animals across all sampling occasions means that we would need to sample Figure 2B, we can reduce the total number of blood samples by ~20%, and avoid running 66 2 9 7
hormone assays (28% less). This can lead to reduced costs and stress to animals. The specific 2 9 8 wave missingness design utilized will largely depend on the research question and the 2 9 9
constraints faced in executing the study. However, careful attention needs to be paid when 3 0 0 using wave missingness designs as they have been shown to perform poorly in certain 3 0 1 situations with small sample sizes (Rhemtulla & Hancock, 2016) . 
Considerations for and General Performance of Missing Data Designs
We have overviewed three of the more common designs that can be applied to 3 0 5 experimental systems, however, it is important to note that PMDD's can be diverse and are described above are probably necessary in many real research situations (e.g. Figure 2C ).
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Regardless of which PMDD is used, researchers should choose the variables that are most 1 0 having complete measurements on these variables). This ensures that the most pertinent
questions can be tested rigorously (Graham et al. 2006) . In addition, researchers should also Enders (2010) (pg. 23-36) provide an excellent overview of the power of various PMDD's. large sample sizes (n = 300 for multi-form design and n = 500 for wave missing and hybrid
designs) that parameter estimates and standard errors in latent growth models show little bias.
In many situations, any loss in power resulting from missing data seems to be rather small
relative to the gains in the number of questions that can be tested and the logistical and cost benefits of PMDD, missing data itself can affect the information content in the data that is 3 2 9 available for estimating parameters and standard errors (Rhemtulla & Hancock, 2016 the ability the to effectively estimate uncertainty in parameters -can be reduced when using PMDD relative to a complete case scenario (Rhemtulla et al. 2016 ). Benefits of planned missing data design
The PMDD's outlined above provide a number of important advantages for ecologists and
evolutionary biologists. Below we discuss these potential benefits more thoroughly using implementing planned missing data designs" section below), and despite their potential power in addressing a number of logistical constraints in research, it is unlikely they will be We have already indicated above that missing data procedures can improve the power of a given study by increasing the effective sample size. In the presence of missing data standard 2003), and so, this has important consequences for the inferences drawn in a given study.
This is particularly true for multi-level data that often require large sample sizes to achieve between-individual level correlation between two traits (Y 1 = "boldness" and Y 2 = "time to emerge after predatory attack") using a multi-response model. We simulated three variables means the correlation and covariance matrices are the same) as follows: is the j observation level deviation for each individual i for the three traits k with be MCAR throughout the data sets, as would be the case in a PMDD, and we evaluated how Imputation procedures actually tended to do slightly better at estimating the point estimate as
there was slight estimation error for the complete case analysis with small sample sizes and
high levels of missing data ( Figure 3B ). This was likely the result of model convergence
problems when one has small sample sizes and high levels of missingness, with 15-26% of that imputation procedures, even with hierarchical data such as this, can lead to fairly
substantial improvements in power. This is particularly important as many research areas, intercept and slope, respectively, which are assumed to follow an
is the observation-level random effect assumed to follow an Under these two scenarios we simulated 1500 datasets and used ASReml-R to estimate the 4 2 9
parameters and their standard errors in eqn. 2. Overall, scenario 2 had a number of benefits for the slopes and treatment interactions receiving a substantial boost. Interestingly, we also 4 3 4 increase our precision in estimating random slopes (Table 1) . Benefits of using a PMDD are even greater with larger sample sizes (e.g., 500 individuals measured 100 times versus 1000
individuals measured 50 times -see supplementary material Table S1 ), with a 23-29% precision were improved quite a bit more with larger sample sizes (Table S1 ). Overall, our and Reduction) to achieve these goals (Cuthill 2007) . Planned missing data design can be an physiological traits (e.g., metabolism, hormones) to a subset of subjects, reducing the number
of subjects quantified on a given physiological measure. Additionally, fewer repeated
physiological measurements can be done on a given subject by randomly assigning a TMD where different physiological assays measuring the same construct, say 'innate 4 6 0 immunity', can be done in such a way that no one individual has both measurements, but 4 6 1 rather is randomly assigned to the cheaper less invasive measure. In summary, PMDD can 4 6 2 improve animal welfare without compromising our ability to effectively answer a given question by designing an experiment that has too little power. One critical benefit of implementing PMDD is the ability to get a 'bigger bang for your buck' 4 6 7 in terms of the research cost to outcome ratio. The cost savings when using a PMDD can be metabolomic and genomic work. However, they may also reduce costs for laborious
experiments that require the breeding or measurement of a large number of individuals, such
as is the case for diallel crosses in quantitative genetics (Lynch & Walsh, 1998 each animal sampled once a month). We might be able to reduce our sample size by 33% 4 7 5 using a PMDD similar to that described in Figure 2C , bringing the total number of blood addition to labour costs, was $8 per sample, then we would save $900 for this experiment.
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These additional savings could be used to run a follow up experiment or even go towards
assaying a sub-sample of individuals on a second hormone. Alternatively, we may also be 4 8 0 interested in quantifying telomere length to understand cellular senescence using either flow $1560 using qPCR methods (assuming we really had money to do all animals). It also
demonstrates how a TMD can also save costs. Flow cytometry has been identified as a cytometry data are then imputed would lead to substantial cost savings and allow one to
verify the utility of both methods. We therefore view PMDD as a promising approach to 4 9 1 improving cost efficiency. set of experiments to test alternative predictions generated from these hypotheses (Platt 1964; in provisioning rates (the number of feeding visits by a parent) in a bird species, the fictitious 5 8 2
Missing Capped Warbler (Sylvia absenscapilla). We would like to understand the costs of sample of birds compared to a control group, which has normal brood sizes (n = 3 chicks) observe as it is found in thick scrub, and so, we placed cameras at random nests during the
first two weeks of the breeding season to observe provisioning rates in the two treatments al. 2017), and so, the cameras were on each nest for a total of 20 days to understand how the
demands of chicks change, and whether females can keep up with these demands.
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Unfortunately, it is a laborious process to observe all the resulting video for 40 birds 5 9 2 measured over 20 days (a total of 4000 hours of video!). We therefore decided to implement a PMDD, where we randomly sampled a set of videos (n = 536 out of 800 videos; ~ 33% missing data) where provisioning rates can be quantified (cutting the total hours of video
watching to 2680 hours). Planned missing data can be imputed, for example, using the mice package (see Box 1). After a long and laborious field season, we were able to collect data that 5 9 7
shows a tendency for experimentally elevated clutch sizes to have higher rates of 5 9 8
provisioning that increase over the care period ( Figure 5 ). Overall, we see that the imputed 5 9 9 data matches well with the complete dataset, with nearly identical results in this simulation 6 0 0 (see Table in Box 1). Overcoming psychological barriers to missing data 6 0 3
One of the biggest challenges to implementing PMDDs probably involves the need for 6 0 4
researchers to over-come the 'psychological taboos' around missing data, and the suspicion SPSS, and MPlus (See Table 2 for an overview). In fact, many techniques are implemented 6 0 9
by default when missing data is included as response variables in models for a number of 6 1 0 mixed modelling packages (e.g. model-based procedures in 'MCMCglmm' and 'ASReml').
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While statistical algorithms vary across these platforms, fairly sophisticated and versatile 6 1 2
ones are now implemented in packages for some of the most widely used platforms (e.g.
'mice', 'mi', 'multimput' and 'Amelia' in the R environment - Table 2 ) that implement MI development (e.g., the mice package in R), and so, we envisage the breadth of problems these 6 1 8
tools can tackle to increase and be even easier to apply in the future. Nonetheless, caution is 6 1 9
still needed in their implementation as it is unclear whether imputation procedures perform
well under all circumstances (Nakagawa 2017). Statistical procedures for missing data are
still rarely taught in undergraduate and graduate level courses, so part of the solution will be 6 2 2
to begin educating students and practitioners about how to perform imputation procedures,
explicitly highlighting some of the challenges and caveats that need to be considered. Nonetheless, there are now excellent resources that provide an in depth look at imputation Uncertainties surrounding the best PMDD 6 2 9
One challenge in implementing PMDD is the uncertainty around what the most appropriate 6 3 0 missing data design is for a given experiment. This is particularly true in ecology and can be substantial it may still be important to test the robustness and power of any given simulated data based on effect sizes and experimental designs relevant to the question at 6 3 7
hand, the power of different PMDD's can be thoroughly tested during the design stage of an with PMDD's using simulations, and we provide all our R code which we hope can act as a covariance between traits, we believe that up to ~30% missing data overall across a wide 6 4 8 variety of different designs will likely not compromise performance of imputation 6 4 9
procedures.
Conclusions and future directions 6 5 1
Our goal was to put planned missing data design on the radar of ecologists and evolutionary
biologists given the substantial number of ethical, logistical and cost saving benefits it may 6 5 3
afford. We have provided some guidance on possible PMDD's that can be implemented in imputation procedures can perform quite well. While it is still unclear whether imputation
procedures in a multilevel framework will work under all circumstances there is increasing 6 5 7
awareness of the need to develop such techniques with hierarchical data and in many cases We would like to thank the I-DEEL lab (Joel Pick, Rose O'Dea, Malgorzata Lagisz, and
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T., Haussmann, M., Olsson, M., Turbill, C., Verhulst, S., Zahn, S. & Monaghan, P. Personality and the emergence of the pace-of-life syndrome concept at the population Development, 38, 423-434. psycology research. Educational Psycologist, 51, 305-316. planned missingness designs. Psychometrika, 81, 60-90. Association, 91, 473-489. Boca Raton, USA. Psycological Methods, 7, 147-177. Evolution, 21, 77-82. to even better improvements of SE when PMDD are implemented (Table S1 ). To prevent biased estimates residual error is added to each of the imputed data points (checkered small squares in step 2). These m datasets are then analysed with a given model, which can be different from the ones used to impute and, using Rubin's rules (Rubin 1987) , pool the parameter estimates across datasets (in this case B1). Abbreviations are as follows: E = expectation of variable, or mean estimate of variable; X = design matrix; B = vector of parameter estimates (e.g., B1, B2, B3); ߝ = residual effect or random error. T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2  T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20 Figure 2 -Three examples of planned missing data designs relevant for ecological and evolutionary research. In all cases, 20 individuals are shown along the rows (ID) and variables (e.g., BM) or traits (e.g., T1) measured are shown along columns. Abbreviations: BM = body mass, S = Sex, M = metabolism; TH = thyroxine (T4), T1 = Trait 1; T2 = Trait 2. 'Gray' filled boxes indicate that traits on individuals are measured and 'white' filled boxes are missed data. A) Subset measurement designs randomize a set of variables to be measured on a sample of individuals. Body mass (BM) is strongly correlated with all three other variables, and so, is measured on all individuals in the study. Molecular determination of sex is needed with our species, and along with thyroxine, can both be costly to quantify so these traits are measured on a sample of individuals. Metabolism can also be time consuming to measure, and so, it is only quantified on a sub-sample of animals. While we can estimate all main effects (i.e., single variables of interest) with this design, if interactions are of interest then one should have a PMDD that ensures there is enough data to effectively estimate the interaction parameters. B) Wave missing design can be applied to longitudinal data. Here, only two traits are quantified once a month on 20 individuals. In each measurement wave (i.e., a month), a random sample of individuals are completely lacking in data on both traits. C) Combined design. Longitudinal designs can miss entire sub-samples of individuals at lower rates, but also impose trait-level missingness for other individuals. -Example of experimental data on growth rates across age for two simulated scenarios. A) Mass of n = 10 lizards for a control group incubated at 23ºC and experimental group incubated at 26ºC. In this scenario, each animal was measured 10 times across the first 10 months of age. B) Mass of n = 20 lizards for a control group 23ºC and experimental group incubated at 26ºC measured five times with 50% of the mass data on each of the 20 animals considered missing ('red' points). In both scenarios, there were main effects of treatment and an interaction between growth across ages and treatment. Individual lizards varied in both their intercept and slope (see text for more details). Data was simulated according to eqn. 2 with the following parameters: In total, we have approximately 33% missing data at the individual level. To impute these missing data, we need to first set up the predictor matrix to define what variables are class (random effect groups) and what are to be used as random and fixed effects:
> data$ind <-as.integer(data$ind) # Need to keep class variable as integer > imp <-mice(data, maxint = 0, printFlag = FALSE) # Do quick run of mice to set up pred matrix > pred <-imp$pred # Extract the pred matrix Now that we have the predictor matrix, to run a multi-level imputation we need to change the predictor matrix row for provision to define the class variable (i.e., random effect group -set as '-2' -only one level can be included currently), the variable included as both a fixed and random effect (i.e., age -set as '2' because we have a random regression model) and we will set our 'trt' as a fixed effect only (i.e., set as '1') as follows:
> pred["provision", ] <-c(-2,2,1,0,0)
The '0' is used to tell mice not to include these variables as predictors in the imputation. Now that this is set up we can run multiple imputation telling mice that the 'provision' variable is a 2-level Poisson variable:
> imp <-mice(data, m = 20, meth = c("","", "","","2l.poisson"), pred = pred)
This will impute missing information in the 'provision' variable creating m = 20 'filled in' datasets for which estimates and standard errors can be pooled as follows:
> fit <-do.mira(imp = imp, DV = "provision", fixedeff = "trt+age", randeff = "1 + age", grp = "ind", id = "ind", fam = "poisson") > summary (fit) We can compare the overall pooled estimates with estimates from our 'real complete dataset' (assuming we watched all videos): 
